


RESTITCHING THE URBAN FABRIC
Re-envisioning the westerly side of South Harbor,
from Market Hall to the Olympia Terminal.

This project returns the vitality of this area to all the people of Helsinki
in 6 steps, and extends the urban quality of the city to the Harbor.

1)   LARGE TOUR SHIPS REMOVED
      Ships are removed from Olympia Terminal and relocated elsewhere
      in South Harbor or to West Harbor.  South Harbor will still benefit
      from visiting tourists, but they will no longer dominate this side of the 
      Harbor.  Smaller ships may dock if a terminal is not needed.

2)   CARS AND PARKING LOTS REMOVED
      Cars are removed from the water's edge, while parking remains along 
      the site rear access road that parallels the main road, under Olympia 
     Terminal platform, and under some new buildings.  Existing parking 
      along the water is an eyesore. 

3)   OLYMPIA TERMINAL CONVERTED TO MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
       New housing buildings are built as shown, with the existing Terminal
       repurposed as housing and some light commercial.  This brings
       permanent residents to the area, along with the need for supportive
       facilities and businesses such as shops and restaurants.

4)   MUSEUM SITE CONVERTED TO ARTS COMPLEX
       A branded museum is still included, but at half the proposed area.
       Added to the complex are facilities for local arts institutions, galleries,
       performance areas, and an art school having traditional, digital, and 
       contemporary involvement to engage local citizens.

5)   MARKET HALL SHOPPING AREA EXPANDED
       Light commercial  buildings, such as restaurants and bars, are added
       around the bay by Market Hall.  This would complete an entertainment
       quadrangle, providing a welcoming outdoor environment, and drawing
       residents and visitors year-round.

6)   PARKLAND EXTENDED TO THE HARBOR'S EDGE
       In several places, trees and parkland are extended to the Harbor, and
       a connection bridge is added over the road from Observatory Hill Park.
      This enhances pedestrian circulation to the site from around the city.

The buildings shown are place-holders only, and not a specific design.
Design however is seen as being simple, efficient, subdued, and flexible.
Building massing and heights are similar to the existing buildings around
the Market Square area.  No showy look-at-me buildings.

This approach will create a visual and architectural cohesiveness around
the Harbor.  Redevelopment is seen as being carried out by Helsinki
professionals with regional aesthetics, materials, approaches, and attitudes.

The goal of this project is to bring residents and local visitors to the Harbor,
to create new jobs, and to have a sustainable participation that is not totally
dependent on tourism.  Additionally, the overriding intent is to recreate 
an area of beauty, for all to enjoy, that fully represents this great city. 
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